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DINNER MEETING...

golden corral
665 E. FORT UNION BLVD.

SENIORS $8.99 DRINK INCLUDED

DOES NOT INCLUDE TAX + 15% GRATUITY

PLEASE PAY AT THE DOOR

GUEST SPEAKER

THUR. FEB. 12...7:00 PM

(about7200 SO.)

Dr. Joseph Stobbe-Sgt. U.S. Army Infantry Retired

Landed Utah Beach D+10 as a replacement with

the 90th Division / Ist Army

Later assigned to Patton’s 3rd Army and fought

across France to the German border.

ADULTS  $9.99 + DRINK

Staff and Platoon Sgt., Squad Leader of a Sniper

Squad, wounded three times

Has a town square in Metzervisse France named

in his honor Dr. Stobbe had a successful Obstetrics practice in

Salt Lake prior to retirement.

DOOR

PRIZES



As 2009 unfolds, it promises to be an interesting year.

Representative Wayne Harper has introduced H.B.

261 for consideration in this year’s legislative ses-

sion.  One of the provisions of the bill is to allow the

Utah Department of Transportation to purchase

aircraft for state use with funds from the Aviation

Restricted Account.  This account consists of the tax

monies paid on aviation fuel as well as the funds

collected by the State Tax Commission on aircraft

registration.  You may recall the fight we had last

year over this issue.  In short, the UGAA board be-

lieves that the money paid into the restricted account

should be used for the upkeep and maintenance of our

public airports.  We were able to stop the purchase of

these aircraft last year through an intense letter

writing campaign to members of the legislature.  The

code as currently written does not specifically allow

the Department of Transportation to use the funds in

the restricted account to purchase aircraft for the

State of Utah’s general use.  With the provisions

contained in H.B. 261, not only would this be allowed

but would specifically state that the monies in the

Restricted Account will be used for this purpose.  It

may be a good time to note that the aircraft owned

and operated by the state are used by any and all

departments of state government on business other

than that of the Division of Aeronautics.  We don’t

believe that the aircraft owners and operators in this

state should be saddled with the sole responsibility to

provide aircraft to any state agency that needs a

plane ride.  These assets should be budgeted for by

the Department of Transportation and paid for by

money from the general fund.  If all of the citizens of

Utah benefit from these assets then all the citizens

should pay for them.  In essence, if this bill passes as

currently written, it will create a “Honey Hole” for

the Department of Transportation and allow them

to purchase aircraft “Off Budget”.  This removes

accountability and spends desperately needed

maintenance funds on things other than mainte-

nance.  I personally believe that the passage of this

bill as written would be a breach of trust between

aircraft owners and operators and the State of

Utah.  Aviation fuel taxes and aircraft registration

fees are collected specifically to maintain our public

airports which are used directly or indirectly by all

the citizens of Utah.  I would encourage every

member of our organization to contact their rep-

resentatives in the House and complain about this

proposal.  Only through a collective effort will we

be able to nip this insanity in the bud.

The UGAA will have several activities and Fly-ins

this year and I am hoping more of you will be able to

participate.  We have planned a BBQ in the spring

and a Fly-in to Smiley Creek Idaho over Fathers Day

in June.  Later in the summer we will be going to

northern Idaho / Montana for a back country trip.

Last year we had some new participants in these

events and I’m certain that they will tell you they had

a great time and will do it again.  The associations

and friendships I make with our fellow pilots at such

events are some of the greatest I have.  Ralph Morelli

(our editor) has placed a Calendar of Events in the

newsletter that will allow our members to make plans

to join in.

As always, Safety is an issue that should be ad-

dressed.  Since our last newsletter there have been a

couple of accidents in Utah and as always, they could

probably have been prevented.  I would like to en-

courage all our members to use risk management and

assessment techniques to keep our flying within the

bounds of our training and capabilities.  Let’s all do

our part to keep 2009 accident free.

Fly Safe,

Dave Haymond

President, UGAA
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UGAA Safety Message Winter 2009

By Wayne Leydsman

CFI, FAA Safety Team Representative,
Former USCG Aviator (National SAR
School Grad) and Former Civil Air Patrol
Pilot, UGAA Board of Directors and Owner
of a Humble Piper Cherokee

What to Do Now? What
Emergency Location
System to Get? Keep
the Old System or Get
a New 406 MHz/121.5
ELT, or Other Options.
A Safety Consideration
for Pilots and Owners
of GA Aircraft

Many of you know that the satellite
monitoring of 121.5 MHz Emer-
gency Locator Transmitters (ELT)
mounted in our aircraft has been
discontinued, effective February
2009. The COSPAS/SARSAT sys-
tem has changed to the newer,
more powerful and more accurate
406 MHz ELT, often integrated with
the GPS system for even greater
accuracy and has owner/user en-
crypted information embedded into
the unit’s signal. In actuality, the
406 MHz system has been in op-
eration for some time. The old
121.5 MHz ELT system was man-
dated in the seventies, and many
downed aircraft were located and
people rescued. (The VHF 121.5
MHz frequency was of course the
worldwide aircraft emergency
communications frequency for
many, many years prior.) The old
system has had its problems, but
has been reasonably effective in
alerting RCC (Rescue Coordination
Centers) operated in our country.

The U.S. Air Force was responsible
for inland SAR, directing the Civil
Air Patrol to accomplish a majority
of the searching operations, and
the U.S. Coast Guard for coastal
and maritime Search and Rescue
operation. Canada, for instance,
has their own National RCC, and
premiere SAR Forces that would
often work with ours, for incidents
along and near the border and in
several cases, rescued our rescu-
ers!

While on active duty in the Coast
Guard, I had the coveted opportu-
nity to attend the National SAR
School which was run jointly by the
USAF and USCG, which also in-
cluded representatives from the
world over.  These were dedicated
professionals, willing to risk their
lives for others. They had stories to
tell and experiences to share, no
matter which Uniform they wore!
The Canadian’s were impressive,
innovative, and did it all, land and
sea, and in the harshest of condi-
tions!

Now, back to the subject at hand.
Many other countries had quickly
adopted 121.5 MHz ELT’s for SAR
operations, as the cost of these
units became relatively inexpen-
sive. Maritime use of these units
proliferated, and were built to ex-
tremely rugged specifications.
Many sailors were rescued using
121.5 MHz EPIRB’s! (Floating ELT’s
with strobe lights.) Between satel-
lites, and overflying aircraft, it
proved to be a worldwide lifesaver.
As a note, while serving in the
Coast Guard back in the 70’s, I was
always impressed of how quickly
the Russians would call, letting us
know there was an aircraft down in
the U.S. long before we knew! So,
now the technology has gotten
much better, and where do we go.

SAFETY



That has, as yet remains to be decided
or mandated. I don’t know for sure. So
far, we can keep our existing units,
without satellite coverage. What to
do???

I had the opportunity to be the on-duty
fire marshal at the Outdoor Retailers
Show in SLC held on January 22-25,
2009. There was a booth advertising a
unit called a SPOT ™. I had heard a little
about it in the past, and have seen these
units advertised in several aviation pub-
lications. This system works on the 1.6
GHz, Global Star commercial, non-
government, private satellite system.
This was initially designed as a satellite
phone system, with deteriorating cov-
erage, as the satellites are now dying-
according to several reports, but are to
be replaced. Still, the system works
reasonably well enough for position re-
ception. The handheld device they sell
costs about $150 and subscription costs
$150 annually with track or position re-
porting capability. That neat automatic
tracking feature is programmed by you
on your computer prior to trip departure
and sent to people you designate, so
they can follow your trip progress on
their home computers. This is like filing
a trip, float or flight plan. If you need to
deviate, it would be indicated on the ten
minute position report sent via satellite
to their center’s computers and then to
those who are checking on your trips
progress.   These position reports are
represented by overlay points on a Goo-
gle map. It is another form of flight fol-
lowing. In the event of a real emer-
gency, the unit has a 911 button, and
the signal is sent from their private
monitoring center to the nearest
authorities or SAR facilities. Neat con-
cept! This seems like a reasonable
backup system with 121.5 ELT’s. I did a
quick on-line review of SPOT™.  There, I
did find and read mixed reviews of this
product, some good, some marginal. I
inquired Piper Cherokee group and re-
ceived eight replies, regarding the

SPOT™.  All have had good success with
the units placed far in the windshield, so
the antenna has a good clear view of the
sky. One stated, as he travels, his family
knows right where he is. Another nice
thing is, these units take Lithium AA
photo batteries, and can be quickly
changed when they get low. They do last
a long time.

At the show, I also met with ACR Elec-
tronics, makers of 406 and 406/121.5
MHz Personal Locator Beacons (PLB)
and EPIRBS. Their units are only trig-
gered in an emergency. Their upper end
units have GPS which sends a precise
signal to the 406 MHz satellite when the
unit is activated. The owner identifica-
tion is also transmitted. (They are also
looking at a tracking system, like the
SPOT™ , System mentioned above, but
utilizing a different satellite system and
these units should be out by next year
according to the representative. If it is in
a dual unit, I’m sure they will have two
separate battery power supplies.) They
are perhaps the largest manufactures in
the world, but offer no FAA approved
aircraft mounted units. They do have
USCG and other agency approvals. An-
other point, these units still do also
transmit 121.5 MHz, so other aviation
facilities and aircraft monitoring can re-
port activations of ELT’s.

The loss of the satellite coverage with
our 121.5 ELT’s would require us to
listen/monitor 121.5 to help each other,
as we fly, until we can upgrade to 406
MHz units. I might add, even most CAP
aircraft have not upgraded to 406 MHz
homing devices as yet.

I have the ACK 121.5 ELT in my Chero-
kee. I love the unit because I can use off
the shelf Duracell batteries, which I do
change annually, and use them in other
items after they are retired from the
unit. I hope they come up with a same
sized unit of similar design and at a rea-
sonable price. The present 406 MHz air-
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craft approved units are still pricy.
With technology changing rapidly, I
would like to see the concept of the
SPOT™ but with better reliability. I
also like the idea of keeping our pre-
sent ELT’s and being permitted to
carry a 406/121.5 handheld PLB
mounted in the cockpit, like the ACR
units, especially those units with
progress tracking capability, which
should be out  next year.

As a former USCG Aviator and CAP
SAR pilot, we have gone on many
searches where the 121.5 units
didn’t work because of destruction,
the plane flipped on the antenna, or
the unit failed to activate. I’m still
studying the issues, and there is no
FAA mandate in our country, YET!
Our neighbors to the North and
South are coming out with more de-
finitive rules requiring the 406MHZ
units. AOPA will keep us advised of
upcoming rulings. But so far, our ex-
isting ELT units are still legal, but we
will need to keep one of our radios
on 121.5 MHz as we fly. We now are
doing the job of the now turned off
COSPAS/SARSAT system.

I sincerely hope these thoughts have
been helpful. Again, Be Prepared! Fly
Safely.

Wayne

SAFETY CON’T

ROBERT J. HOOVER

After his Spitfire was shot down by

a Focke-Wulf 190 over the

Mediterranean in 1944, Hoover was

captured and spent 16 months in the

Stalag Luft 1

prison in Barth, Germany.  He even-

tually escaped, appropriated an Fw

190 (which,

of course, he had never piloted),

and flew to safety in Holland.  Af-

ter the

war Hoover signed up to serve as

Army Air Forces test pilot, flying

captured

German and Japanese aircraft.  He

became buddies with Chuck Yeager;

Hoover was

Yeager’s backup pilot in the Bell

X-1 program, and he flew chase in a

Lockheed

P-80 when Yeager first exceeded

Mach 1.

Hoover moved on to North American

Aviation, where he test-flew the

T-28

Trojan, FJ-2 Fury, AJ-1 Savage,

F-86 Sabre, and F-100 Super Sabre,

and in the

mid-1950s he bagan flying North

American aircraft, both civil and

military, at

airshows.  Jimmy Doolittle called

Hoover “the greatest stick-and-

rudder man

who ever lived.”

Hoover is best known for the “en-

ergy management” routine he flew in

a

Shrike Commander, a twin-engine

business aircraft.  This fluid

demonstration

ends with Hoover shutting down both

engines and executing a loop and an

eight-point hesitation slow roll

as he heads back to the runway.  He

touches down on

BOB HOOVER



one tire, then the other, and coasts

precisely to the runway center.

Despite the numerous awards accorded

him, Hoover remains humble enough

to laugh at himself.  He notes in his

autobiography, Forever Flying,, that in

the 1950s, after showing off his Bugatti

racer to the neighborhood kids, he

asked, “Well, what do you think?”  One

youngster’s reply: “I think you’ve got

the

biggest nose I’ve ever seen.”

HOOVER CON’T

As you read this newsletter, congress is in the

middle of a debate about an economic stimulus

package. Included in the package is funding

for airport capital improvement projects. How

much? Well, the last number I heard was $3

Billion. That’s a lot of money! There is no

shortage of needed airport capital improve-

ment projects in Utah. When the stimulus

funding is distributed, Utah will receive a por-

tion. As you know, “nothing is a done deal un-

til the check is cashed”.

The primary sources of revenue for state

funded airport capital improvement projects

are aviation fuel tax and aircraft registration

fees. If you’re the owner of an airplane that’s

based in Utah, you should have received an

assessment from the Utah Tax Commission

recently. This is the first aircraft assessment

since HB 365 passed last year. As with any

new process, there have been a few glitches to

work out. If you have not received your

assessment, please contact me or Craig

Ide at the Division of Aeronautics (801)

715-2260, we’ll be happy to assist you.

The ILS at Tooele Valley Airport is now

fully operational. Until recently, there

was a NOTAM it was out of service.

While there isn’t a direct need for an ILS

at Tooele, it makes it possible for in-

strument students to fly multiple ILS ap-

proaches without impacting the capacity

of the SLC Class B airspace. When was

the last time you had an opportunity to

fly the full published approach to an air-

port? The next time you need to brush up

on ILS skills give the full procedure and

missed approach at Tooele a try.

I was at the Bountiful-Skypark airport

recently and observed a sight that I’m

sure would touch the heart of every gen-

eral aviation pilot. There were three

young men, each about fourteen years

old, watching airplanes do touch and

goes. No tall security fence with barbed

wire to keep people out. No need for an

airport security badge. Like many of you,

I too enjoyed watching airplanes take off

and land at my local GA airport when I

was a teenager. It fueled my dream of

becoming a pilot. I encourage each of

you to participate in organized programs

to introduce young men and women to

the wonderful world of flight!

PAT’S CORNER

ed’s note.. Pat Morley is Director of

Utah Division of Aeronautics

CALENDAR

Feb.12.... UGAA dinner meeting

Jun. 19-21 smiley creek, fathers day
weekend

Jun. 10 UGAA BBQ

Aug. moose creek


